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can be made in the body of the plates with
Be it known that I, ELWOOD W‘. MCGUIRE, out departure from my invention. I prefer,
of Richmond, in the county of IVayne, and however, the construction shown, as the 55
in the State of Indiana, have invented certain plates can then be made light and thin and ,
(.1 new and useful Improvements in Lawn-Mow need not be cut into, and the ribs or ?anges
ers; and I do hereby declare that the follow do not add any perceptible amount to the
ing is a full, clear, and exact description there weight of the machine.
Extending through the frame-plates and 60
of, reference being had to the accompanying
the brace E is the rod E’ which, having the
drawings, in which
To aZZ whom it may concern.

IO

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of a lawn
mower made in accordance with my inven
tion; Fig. 2, a view of a section of the same
on line 00 w of Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a view of the
machine in end elevation with the driving
wheel on the end removed; Fig. 4, a view of
a section on line y y of Fig. 3; Fig. 5, a view
of a longitudinal section of the frame-brace,
and Fig. 6 a perspective view of the station
ary knife-bar and the portions of the frame
to which it is attached with the parts sep

arated to show their shape.

head 9 on one end, has its other end threaded

and provided with anut e’ to engage the outer
side of the frame-plate, as shown. By means
of this bolt-rod, with its head and nut in en 65
gagement with the outer sides of the respect
ive frame-plates, the latter can be drawn to
ward each other, so that the ends of the
brace E will be seated ?rmly against them in
‘the brace-receiving sockets or recesses.
70'
The stationary knife-bar F, situated well to
the rear of the studs which form the bearings
upon which the supporting-wheels are jour

Letters of like name and kind refer to like naled,as shown in the drawings, is also used to

connect and hold the frame-plates in place. 75

parts in each of the figures.

The object of my invention is to provide an On its opposite ends it has the projecting por
improved lawn-mower; and to this end my tions f f, preferably squared or angular in
invention consists in the mower and in the

cross-section, engaging and ?tting grooves

a’ co’ in the plates and in outwardly-extending
lugs a2 a2 on the latter. Each lug is slotted, as
bined as hereinafter speci?ed.
The special purpose of my invention has shown at a3, to admit the passage of the bolt f ’,

parts thereof constructed, arranged, and com

been to so construct and connect the various
parts of the mower and its frame that the ma

which, extending up through the portion f
on the knife-bar and the slot a3, has on its

chine, while being light, shall be cheaper, upper end a nut f2 engaging awasher f3 rest
more easily put together and adjusted and, ing upon the top of the slotted lug. With 85
when put together,‘ more solid and ?rm than this construction the frame-plates can, upon
35 any of the lawn-mowing machines heretofore being brought against the abutting ends of
the bar F, be securely fastened there by the
made and used.‘
In the drawings, A A designate the side tightening up of the nuts on the bolts f’ f’.
frame-plates, which are provided on their On the knife-bar connected with the side
outer sides with the hollow studs B B, form plates, as described, and the tubular brace
ing bearings for the supporting-wheels C 0, with its headed bolt-rod and nut the plates
either one or both of which can be geared can be held most ?rmly andsecurely in their
with or adapted to drive the rotary cutter proper relative positions for the support of
the working parts of the machine.
shaft D in the ordinary way.
Pivotally supported from the plates A A
For holding the plates A A in proper rela
45 tive position I provide the tubular brace E at points in line with the axes of the respect

extending froinone plate to the other and ive supporting or drive wheels are the two
having its opposite ends resting against the rearwardly-extending arms G G, each carry

plates and surrounded by annular ribs or ing a journal box or bearing G’ for one end
?anges a a on the latter.

These annular

of the rotary cutter-shaft D.

The arms are

50 ?anges form sockets on‘ the plates to receive thus pivoted to the plates in order that their
the brace ends. . If desired, they can be dis swing may be concentric with the drivef
pensed'with and the brace-receiving recesses wheels, and the shaft ends may always have
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the same relative position with reference to screwed home to bear with pressure upon the
the circumference of the respective wheels or inclined surfaces, a forcing of the arm G to
to the concentric series of gear-teeth c c on
the latter. A pinion (Z on the shaft end can

ward the respective frame-plate A.

then be kept in engagement with the teeth

the arms G G can be of the divided journal

on a drive-wheel as the shaft is raised or

box form, I prefer to make them in one piece,

70

lVhile the rotary cutter—shaft bearings on

lowered by swinging of the bearing-arms G G as shown in the drawings, and for adjust
up or down. For the pivotal support of these
arms I make use of the same bolts II II
which serve to hold in place on the outer

ends of the wheel-bearing studs B B the
plates I I for retaining the wheels 0 O on

ment of the shaft in them. I provide on 75
their under sides the screws L L, having their
upper ends adapted to engage the shaft‘ and
the lock or jam nuts L’ L’ for locking such
screws as turned.

_

the studs. These latter plates are of the or
dinary construction, having one or more ribs
or lugs z' '1} on their inner sides to engage

Attached to and extending inward from the
shaft-bearings are the clearers M M, which,
as f ullyset forth in the joint United States ap

notches Z) I) in the ends of the tubular studs,

plication, Serial No. 264,554,?led February 20,

' so that the plates will not be caused to rotate
' by contact with the wheels or the hubs there

Letters Patent No. 446,329 were issued Feb

1888, by II. II. Dille and myself, upon which

85

of. Each bolt I-I, extending through a stud ruary 10, 1891, act to keep grass and dirt from
B and openings at“ and g in a frame-plate A collecting on the shaft in contact with the
and arm G, respectively, is threaded and bearings of the latter.
From the drawings it will be seen that the
provided with three nuts h, h’, and 7L2, the ?rst
engaging the outer side of the wheel-retain shaftbearings on the arms G G are situated
ing plate I, the second the outer side of the above the stationary knife-bar in position to
frame-plate A, and the third the inner side of bring the cutter-shaft just forward of a
the arm G. “Iith this construction, the nut plane through the knife edge. \Vith this ar
It’ being in contact with the outer side of the rangement as the arms are adjusted up or
frame-plate, the arm G can be held on the down the angle of the rotary blades with 95
bolt and clamped up against said plate, as reference to the stationary knife will not be

desired, by screwing up the nut 712, and with substantially changed.
the latter nut engaging the arm the wheel
retaining plate I can be forced and held in
place on the outer end of the respective stud

lVith the arms pivoted well forward of the
knife-bar and extending rearward above the
same from their pivotal points, and the ro~

B by screwing up nut 7t.

tary cutter journaled on such arms so that its

The nuts h’ 72,’ form in effect collars on the
bolts H II to engage the frame-plates. Instead
of being movable on the bolts they can be ?xed
so as to form stationary collars, without de
parture from my invention.

axis is forward of a vertical plane through the
cutting-edge on the bar, it will be seen that,

ICO

considering these parts alone and without
reference to any action of the driving-gear,
any resistance offered by the material being

The openings a“, through which bolts II cut will tend to cause a drawing down of the
pass, can be made, as indicated in the draw

cutter~shaft supporting-arms, and thus a

ings, elongated up and down, so as to allow tendency of the operating~blade of the rotary
of a certain amount of adjustment of the cutter toward the cutting-edge of the sta
inner end of the bolt, and a consequent slight tionary knife and not away therefrom. As,
raising or lowering of the pivotal portions of however, the rotation of the cutter-shaft is
the arms G G.

I10

resisted by any impediment to the rotary cut

On the inner side of each frame-plate A ter, the engagement of the teeth of the shaft
are the two lugs K K’, one above and the pinion and the driving-wheel will tend to lift 115
other below a portion of the respective arm the arms G G; but such lifting willbe without
G beyond the shaft bearing in the latter. In detriment, since the location of the shaft and
the upper of these lugs is a set-screw 7;, en the pivots of said arms relative to the ?xed
gaging the upper side of the arm, while a knife is such that the acting cutter-blade will
second set-screw, 7t’, on the arm itself engages be moved rearward pastsaid knife edge and I20

the lower lug K’. “Tith this construction,
obviously, the position of the arm, and so of
the shaft~bearing and shaft, can be adjusted
by turning the screws in opposite directions.
For instance, by screwing screw it down and
the other one up or screw 70’ down and the

forcibly cut any opposing material.
lVith the parts of the mower arranged and
constructed as shown and described when the
machine is to be assembled the tubular brace

is placed between the frame-plates A A, and I25
the headed bolt~rod E’, having been passed

other, 7t‘, up the shaft-bearing arm will be ad through the plates and brace, the nut c is
justed lower or higher. I prefer to make the tightened up. The stationary knife-bar F is
surface on the arm which is engaged by set

also placed with its projections f f in the

screw 7; and that on the lug K’, engaged by grooves or recesses a’ co’ in the slotted lugs 130
set~screw 7t’, inclined slightly downward and a2 a2, where they are fastened, as described,
inward and downward and outward respect bybolts f’, nuts f2 and washer f3. The ends
ively, as shown in the drawings. Such ar of the rotary cutter-shaft are inserted in the
rangement causes, as the set-screws are

bearings on the arms G G when the latter have
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been arranged in position on the inner sides and frame, substantially as and for the pur
of the side plates A A, and said arms are pose described.
fastened to said plates A A by the bolts
2.' In a lawn-mower, in combination with
H H and nuts '71’ 7'02 thereon, and the set the frame and the stationary cutter thereon,
screws k and 1c’ are turned to give the proper the rotary cutter, swinging arms on the frame
adjustment of the arms with reference to the supporting bearings for the rotary cutter
lugs K K, so as to adjust the rotary cutter to shaft, a set~screw on the frame for each arm
its proper position with reference to the sta engaging an inwardly‘and downwardly in
IO

tionary cutter on bar F. The drive-wheels
O O can then be secured upon their bearing

studs B B by the plates I I, forced and held
in position by the nuts h h on bolts H H.
\Vith the usual roller or wheels to support
the rear ends of the frame-plates A A and
the handle attached the machine will be
ready for use.
\V hen from wear of the rotary and station
20

clined surface on the upper side of the arm,
and a set-screw on each arm engaging an 55

outwardly and downwardly inclined surface
on the frame, substantially as and for the

purpose speci?ed.

.

3. In a lawn-mower, in combination with

the frame having‘ the drive or supporting

wheel receiving bearing, the plate for retain
ing the wheel therein, a swinging arm, the

ary cutters it becomes necessary to adjust bolt passing through the frame, the wheel~
them with reference to each other, the arms bearing, the wheel-retaining plate and the
G G are lowered by the screwing down and swinging arm, nuts on opposite ends of the 6:
up of set-screws 70 and 7a’, respectively. These bolt engaging opposite faces of the arm and
screws bearing against the oppositely-inclined wheel - retaining plate, respectively, and
faces on the upper sides of the arms and means on the bolt for engaging the side of
lower lugs on the frame-plates hold the arms the frame opposite to that against which the
securely in place on the inner sides of such inner side of the arm rests, substantially as
plates. The stationary cutter being on bar and for the. purpose speci?ed.
4. In a lawn-mower, in combination with
F, attached to the frame-plates A A, is not
moved, but remains ?xed at the same height the frame having bearing-studs for the driv~
with reference to the plates and the ground ing or supporting wheels, plates for retaining
over which the driving and supporting wheels the wheels on the studs, swinging arms to be 75

pivoted to the frame-bolts, passing through
.
My machine, constructed and put together the sides of the frame, the studs, the arms

travel.

as shown and described, is, while cheap, sim

and the wheel-retainingplates, and three

ple, most ?rm and rigid, capable of being nuts on the bolt engaging respectively the
quickly assembled or taken apart and has

outer sides of the plates, the inner sides of

provision for ready adjustment of its parts. the swinging arms, and the outer sides of the
Having thus described my invention, what frame sides, substantially as and for the pur
I claim is—

-

1. In a lawn-mower, in combination with

pose shown.

'

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 13th day of 85
the rotary cutter, swinging arms on the frame March, 1890.
ELWVOOD WV. MCGUIRE.
supporting the rotary cutter-shaft, and two

40 the frame and the stationary cutter thereon,

set-screws for each arm, the one on the frame

and the other on the arm engaging oppositely
45 by inclined surfaces respectively on the arm

Witnesses:

ELIZABETH J ONES,
CHARLES H. KRIVEL.

